
Shifting Currents Design Rationale 
 
 The Shifting Currents design has achieved consistency and refined adjustments 
across several platforms: our website, Twitter feed, poster, and postcard. All four of these 
elements include our logo, which is an easily recognizable marker of our project, 
identifying us on all of our work.  Our logo includes two different fonts, one for the word 
“shifting” in a cursive font called SantaFeLetPlain, representing the past popularity of the 
electric car. The word “currents” uses a different, more angular font, called KinoMT, 
which represents the electric car’s new wave of popularity. The “c” of current is shaped 
like the outline of the car, and the “u” features two lines representing a battery, which 
powers electric cars. The choice of yellow for our logo; for important information on our 
poster and postcard, including our names, contact information, and course information; 
and for the timeline on our poster is symbolic of electrical power and stands out well with 
our choice of dark colors for our backgrounds across our four communication platforms. 
 
 In addition to the striking combination of yellow and black across our website, 
Twitter account, poster, and postcard, we have also integrated warm orange for other 
textual elements. This ties in with the warmer shades of yellow of our logo, and adds 
texture to our poster and postcard. The poster and postcard also both integrate blues and 
grays to soften the harshness of the black and yellow, although black and yellow remain 
our theme and identifying colors across all of our platforms. It is also important to note 
that we have chosen two different backgrounds for our logo: the background on our 
website is a black leather, reminiscent of the interior of a car, and the background of the 
logo on our poster, postcard, and Twitter account is a metallic surface, reminiscent of car 
parts. Overall, despite minor adjustments to colors in the interest of readability and 
texture, our design remains true to our color theme and to our remarkable logo, which ties 
all the elements of our project together. 


